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Background 

Australia has a long history of high quality ecosystem science 
research across multiple disciplines and over a wide range of 
scales. Our researchers have developed a deep understanding of 
the unique characteristics of many Australian ecosystems, but it is 
by no means complete. 

Much of this data is fragmented in location, time and content, and 
separated by discipline and jurisdiction. Presently, we don’t have 
an effective way of analysing and synthesising these valuable and 
irreplaceable data resources especially at the continental level. 
Without this ability, it is very difficult to develop and refine our 
understanding of critical processes of terrestrial environmental 
change for the whole of Australia.  

In the ecosystem sciences, NRM planning and environmental 
industry, investigators interpret many types of information from 
different sources such as plot-based methods (quadrats, strip 
transects, line transects and wheel points), remote sensor 
instruments, molecular screening data, chemical screening data 
and many others.  

Unfortunately, investigators aren’t able to identify and easily 
access this information because of its disparate semantics, data 
formats and interfaces.  

The Australian Government’s investment in the Terrestrial 
Ecosystem Research Network (TERN) is funding the collaborative 
development of research infrastructure to: 

 Integrate existing data and make it accessible to the national 
and global ecosystem sciences community in a common 
format. 

 Collect new data strategically and in areas of high priority to 
allow subsequent analysis and modelling of the assimilated 
data.   

TERN acts as an overarching and integrative national framework 
for infrastructure that will facilitate better understanding and 
management of terrestrial biodiversity and natural resources in 
Australia.  

What will the Eco-informatics Facility do? 

The Eco-informatics Facility funded by TERN is establishing ÆKOS: 
the Australian Ecological Knowledge and Observation System 
that provides storage, integration and delivery of ecosystem data. 
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We use semantic data integration to develop common definitions, 
data formats and interfaces of existing and new ecosystem data on 
biodiversity and natural resources sourced from plot-based 
methods and field instruments. 

Data integration of this type is one of the most challenging 
problems in eco-informatics today. It requires sophisticated 
infrastructure to judiciously describe, manage and deliver complex 
ecosystem data sourced from government and private partners. 

We are building; 

 A web-based ‘one stop shop’ portal to browse, search, 
display, extract and analyse ecosystem data; 

 A repository based on semantic data integration to 
enable consistent analyses of related but different data 
across states and territories, to enable a comparison of 
‘apples with apples’; 

 A facility for researchers to submit their own data for 
use by other consumers through the portal; 

 A metadata capability to enable discovery and 
extraction of relevant autonomous data sets; and 

 Tools for visualisation and analysis of ecosystem data. 

Key benefits for you 

 Increased return on investment of your data sets due to 
an increase and diversification of data consumers using 
the ÆKOS portal. 

 Opportunity to generate significant intellectual property 
in existing and new ecosystem data sets.  

 Improved evidence-based biodiversity policy and 
management supported by robust ecosystem knowledge 
infrastructure. 

 Public recognition of your organisation as an inaugural 
provider in the widespread use of data about terrestrial 
ecosystems.  

 Integration of your independent ecosystem datasets. 
 Contribute to the fundamental TERN Principle of, 

willingness to share knowledge and data, based on the 
understanding that it is contributing to the collective 
benefit of the ecosystem science community. 
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Figure 1: The integrated framework shows the role of the  
Eco-informatics Facility in developing the ÆKOS portal. 

Why the Eco-informatics Facility seeks you as a partner? 

Your organisation has nationally important ecosystem data of 
interest to many data consumers. 

We seek an opportunity to discover information about your 
ecosystem data sets, and whether you would be willing to partner 
with Eco-informatics to help us add value to your data. We seek 
many types of information ranging from contextual to governance 
(e.g. manuals, survey forms, who owns the data, and how it might 
be licensed) through to more technical details (e.g. how large is 
each data set, what metadata is available, how is the data 
currently maintained, and how easy would it be to 
supply/interface to other systems).  

In recognition of the importance of data ownership and the 
confidentiality restrictions upheld by data partners, Eco-
informatics can broker the provision of ecosystem information to 
third parties under licences tailored to meet conditions requested 
by you.  

What resources will you provide? 

The level of commitment is open. It is not the intent of Eco-
informatics to place an excessive overhead on your organisation. 
You could provide ecosystem data as a one-off process, or through 
ongoing updates. 

Once you partner with Eco-informatics, we will endeavour to 
access your organisation’s data using your existing or standard 
methods (e.g. web delivery).  

In cases where more complex data access is required (e.g. ongoing 
data update or synchronisation), Eco-informatics may offer to 
assist with resourcing. Resourcing assistance will be assessed on a 
case-by-case basis but will most probably depend on the 
significance of the data set and its priority for ÆKOS. 

What are the costs of your involvement? 

There may be some costs in terms of staff time to gather 
information about relevant datasets, liaising with Eco-informatics 
staff, or providing background material for explaining the data. 

We expect these ‘in-kind’ costs will be relatively minor and be 
offset by the potential benefits of our products.  

When should you respond to the Eco-informatics Facility? 

Our representatives will arrange a visit to potential partners 

between March and October 2011. For those organisations keen to 
participate, Eco-informatics will expedite involvement. 

Steps for data acquisition are shown in Figure 2. There will be an 
initial review followed by a visit to introduce the initiative, identify 
potential data sets and to answer any questions you may have.   
 
Following this meeting, a second visit will occur with your data 
manager(s), technicians and subject matter experts to gain specific 
information about the data. 

 
How will your involvement be formalised?  
This can be done in a number of ways, e.g. a formal exchange of 
letters or a memorandum of understanding between the Eco-
informatics Facility and each agency. This may include any 
licensing issues you require about data sets. 

 

 
Figure 2: Data acquisition activities  showing steps from initial 
engagement to the final ÆKOS Portal (* DPRG – Data Providers 
Reference Group). 

 
What are the next steps? 

After the review, data acquisition starts with a phone call to the 
data provider.  Within 1-2 weeks, a face-to-face meeting will be 
arranged. After this meeting and agreement to proceed, a 
partnership agreement at the Senior Executive Level is signed. 
Soon after, a data analyst from of the Eco-informatics Facility will 
make contact to gather more detailed information about your 
data.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For more information on the Eco-informatics Facility please contact: 

Craig Walker (Eco-informatics Coordinator) 
P: (08) 8313 1139  M: 0408 813 104  
E:  craig.walker@adelaide.edu.au  

Dr Anita Smyth (Eco-informatics Data Facilitator) 
P: (08) 8313 1270 M: 0427 619 140 
E: anita.smyth@adelaide.edu.au  
 
 

 
 

The Terrestrial Ecosystem Research Network (TERN) is an initiative of the 
Australian Government conducted as part of the National Collaborative Research 

Infrastructure Strategy and the Education Investment Fund (EIF) Super Science 
Initiative. 
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